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Abstract
Mechanical construction is unique in that it includes design, fabrication and installation
of sheet metal ductwork. Because of this characteristic, the manufacturing principles of
buffering and batching can be applied directly to mechanical construction in an attempt to
improve field productivity. Improving field productivity is key to how a mechanical contractor
earns a profit. An analytical case study was conducted to determine the buffering and batching
practices used at a large mechanical contracting firm. This case study consisted of semistructured interviews directed at field supervision, project management, and shop supervision.
The goals of this project include:
1. To fully understand the ductwork procurement process from each groups’ point of view
2. To establish the current buffering and batching practices in place
3. To provide a basis for analyzing and comparing the firm’s current buffering and batching
practices
The answers from these interviews were analyzed in the context provided by previous research
on the subject. The current buffering and batching practices of the mechanical contractor were
defined, and the impact that these practices have on the mechanical contractor’s field
productivity was qualitatively determined.
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Introduction
Despite the numerous technological improvements made in the construction industry over
the last 50 years, formal discussion on the improvement of construction management techniques
did not surface until the early 1990’s (Koskela, 1992). It was in the early 1990’s that the
construction industry noticed the improvements that were made in manufacturing by applying
management principles such as Just-In-Time (JIT) production, developed by Taiichi Ohno and
used by the Toyota Motor Corporation (Ohno, 1988). Later, JIT was incorporated into a broader
manufacturing management strategy known as Lean Manufacturing (Womack, Jones, & Roos,
1990), where an emphasis is placed on reducing waste, of any form, and maximizing value
within the manufacturing process. Leading researchers on the subject of construction
management realized that the Lean philosophy could be applied to construction projects, and in
1993 the International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) was formed (http://www.iglc.net,
2008). The amount of Lean Construction research has continually increased since 1993, and
much of that research has contributed to building the analogy between Lean Construction and
Lean Manufacturing; however, implementation of Lean Construction management practices has
been slow to follow.
Although the Lean Construction philosophy encompasses all trades that makeup a
construction project, there are many details within the philosophy that can be applied to specific
trades in an attempt to maximize value and reduce waste; the sheet metal-ductwork trade, within
mechanical construction, is one of these trades. Mechanical construction is different from
typical field construction in that the process of installing ductwork actually begins offsite in a
manufacturing facility, where fabrication is part of the overall process. The process of ordering,
fabricating, delivering, and installing ductwork, also known as the sheet metal ductwork supply
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chain (SMDSC) (Alves & Tommelein, 2003), is complex and can greatly improve field
productivity when managed correctly; when managed incorrectly, this process can lead to great
losses of time and money.
Statement of the Problem
For mechanical contractors, the SMDSC is the source for much field-inefficiency.

Common mistakes include:
•

Incorrect orders

•

Incomplete shipments

•

Untimely deliveries

•

Pre-mature orders

•

Rushed orders

While many of these errors are easy to notice, the cause of these errors is often misplaced,
allowing the errors to reoccur, and causing attempts to correct the errors to fall short.
Furthermore, when an error occurs in the SMDSC, field management is rarely prepared with a
contingency plan, and field productivity ultimately suffers. In theory, by improving their
buffering and batching practices, mechanical contractors can better manage, and potentially
reduce many of the errors mentioned above, causing field productivity to improve.
Significance of the Problem
For a mechanical contractor, efficiency is the key to profitability. If a mechanical
contractor cannot be profitable with their labor, then they fail. The goal of profitability is even
more difficult to achieve in a receding economy with increased competition, causing prices to
drop.

4
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Furthermore, for mechanical contractors, eliminating waste within the SMDSC will
produce many beneficial byproducts. By implementing effective buffering and batching
practices, mechanical contractors also can:
•

Reduce the amount of wasted ductwork that is built

•

Decrease errors in the field that cause rework

•

Eliminate accidents caused by multiple handles of ductwork
Statement of Purpose

For this directed project, an analytical case study will be performed in an attempt to
examine the current buffering and batching practices of a large mechanical contractor in the
southwest United States, and to qualitatively determine the impact these practices have on the
contractor’s field productivity. The goals of this project are:
1. To fully understand the ductwork procurement process from each groups’ point of view
2. To establish the current buffering and batching practices in place
3. To provide a basis for analyzing and comparing the firm’s current buffering and batching
practices
Definitions of Terms
Batching: Processing products in lots, rather than by the piece. Batching is usually done
to avoid incurring the cost associated with repeated setups (Alves & Tommelein, 2003).
Buffering: Accumulating several units of input to a process prior to starting that process.
Buffering is usually done to avoid running out of inputs (Alves & Tommelein, 2003).
Coordination: The process of determining the final dimensions, elevations, and other
parameters necessary to fabricate ductwork. Coordination is also the process of determining how
each separate system in a building will fit in the provided space, prior to installation.
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JIT: Just In Time. The key component to the Toyota Production System (Ohno, 1988).
Although typically applied to manufacturing, JIT in construction refers to a type of scheduling
that requires the installer to store the exact amount of material needed to finish an activity in
order to minimize waste and expose defects in the planning process.
Last Planner System of Production Control: The system of production control used in the
Lean Project Delivery System. The Last Planner System measures the Percent Plan Complete
(PPC) of the tasks that were scheduled by the last planner of production (Ballard, 2000b).
Lean Construction: A method of construction project management that is intended to
maximize value and minimize waste of materials, time, and effort (Koskela & Howell, 2008).
Pre-Fabrication: The process of constructing ductwork into segments, as opposed to
individual pieces, in an off-site manufacturing facility. Then, the segmented ductwork is shipped
to the construction site where it is installed as segments.
Assumptions
For the purpose of this proposal, it is assumed that the employees of the mechanical
contractor will participate openly and honestly in the case study. Additionally, it is assumed that
the employees included in this case study are proficient in the company’s standard operating
procedure as it relates to the SMDSC.
Delimitations
A delimitation of this study is that the quantitative impact that the current buffering and
batching practices produce on field productivity will not be determined. Also, influences on the
SMDSC and on field productivity that are created from sources other than the buffering and
batching practices will not be discussed in detail. Finally, there will not be a follow-up study to
determine the impact of applying the suggested solutions included within this study.
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Limitations
A limitation of this study is that only one mechanical contractor, and only one business
unit of the mechanical contractor, will be examined. However, it should be noted that the subject
business unit specializes in large projects, where management of the SMDSC is critical to its
success. Additionally, the subject business unit has average annual revenue of approximately
$45 million, which is approximately 25% of the company’s total revenue. This means that
despite the fact that only one business unit of the subject mechanical contractor is included in
this project the financial impact of this particular business unit is significant to the mechanical
contractor’s bottom line.
Review of Literature
In order to understand the impact that buffering and batching practices have on field
productivity within the SMDSC, and to understand how buffering and batching practices fit into
the context of Lean Construction, a review of literature of the following subjects was performed:
•

Lean Construction

•

Production systems

•

Supply chain management

•

Buffering and batching

•

The sheet metal ductwork supply chain

•

The Last Planner System of Production Control (Ballard, 2000b)

•

The current project management paradigm in the construction industry

Due to the short history of Lean Construction, the SMDSC, and the Last Planner System of
Production Control, research was limited. The leading researchers on these subjects, Glenn
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Ballard, Gregory Howell, Lauri Koskela, and Iris Tommelein, were the primary source of
literature used for this review.
Lean Construction
In 1992, Lauri Koskela (Koskela, 1992) noted that: “Current academic research and
teaching in construction and management is founded on an obsolete conceptual and intellectual
basis. It is urgent that academic research and education address the challenges posed by the new
philosophy.” It is clear, by reading Koskela’s quote, that Lean Construction was created from an
observation of the lack of progress in the management techniques that were used in construction
management at that time. The idea of this “new philosophy,” as Koskela called it, caught the
attention of many researchers within the construction industry, and by 1993 the International
Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) was created (http://www.iglc.net, 2008). For the rest of the
1990’s, the Lean Construction idea progressed greatly, leading to the formation of the Lean
Construction Institute, founded by Glen Ballard and Greg Howell in 1997
(http://www.leanconstruction.org, n.d.). Ballard and Howell agreed with Koskela’s view that the
paradigm towards construction management, prior to the early 1990’s, was misguided and
essentially non-effective. They viewed Lean Construction as (http://www.leanconstruction.org,
n.d.): “…a new way to design and build capital facilities. Lean theory, principles and
techniques, take together, provide the foundation for a new form of project management.” It was
this mindset that lead Ballard and Howell to the creation of the Lean Project Delivery System
(LPDS), a template for their “new form of project management.” Ballard and Howell noted the
differences, listed in Table 3, in their LPDS and conventional forms of project management:
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Table 3.
Key differences between Lean Construction and conventional project management
(Ballard, 2000a)
Management Area

Key Difference

Control

Control is redefined from “monitoring results” to “making things happen.”
Planning system performance is measured and improved to assure reliable
workflow and predictable project outcomes.
Performance is maximizing value and minimizing waste at the project
level. Current practice attempts to optimize each activity and thus reduces
total performance.
Project Delivery is the simultaneous design of the facility and its
production process. This is concurrent engineering. Current practice, even
with constructability reviews is a sequential process unable to prevent
wasteful iterations.
Value to the customer is defined, created and delivered throughout the life
of the project. In current practice, the owner is expected to completely
define requirement at the outset for delivery at the end, despite changing
markets, technology and business practices.
Coordinating Action Through Pulling and Continuous Flow as opposed to
traditional schedule driven push with its over-reliance on central authority
and project schedules to manage resources and coordinate work.

Performance

Project Delivery

Value

Coordinating Action
Through Pulling and
Continuous Flow
Decentralizing

Decentralizing decision making through transparency and empowerment.
This means providing project participants with information on the state of
the production systems and empowering them to take action.

In detail, Ballard described the LPDS as (Ballard, 2000a): “…(consisting) of 13
Modules, 9 organized in 4 interconnecting triads or phases extending from project definition to
design to supply and assembly, plus 2 production control modules and the work structuring
module, both conceived to extend through all project phases, and the post-occupancy evaluation
module, which links the end of one project to the beginning of the next.” A diagrammatical
representation of the LPDS is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic Representation of the LPDS (Ballard, 2000a)
Lastly, Ballard noted that the essential features of the LPDS include:
1. The project is structured and managed as a value generating process
2. Downstream stakeholders are involved in front end planning and design through crossfunctional teams
3. Project control has the job of execution as opposed to reliance on after-the-fact variance
detection
4. Optimization efforts are focused on making work flow reliable as opposed to improving
productivity
5. Pull techniques are used to govern the flow of materials and information through
networks of cooperating specialists
6. Capacity and inventory buffers are used to absorb variability
7. Feedback loops are incorporated at every level, dedicated to rapid system adjustment; i.e.,
learning
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Based on the LPDS, it is clear that this case study will examine the actions of a
mechanical contractor, within the SMDSC, as they relate to the “Lean Supply” and “Lean
Assembly” triads, and the essential features that apply are numbers four, five, and six, shown
above.
The “Project-as-Production System” Analogy
Prior to the 21st century the terms “supply chain,” and “supply chain management” were
primarily used in the context of manufacturing. It was not until the late 1990’s when the new
idea of Lean Construction had developed to the point of defining construction projects as a
“project-as-production system,” (G. Howell & Ballard, 1998) when researchers formally created
an analogy between a construction project and a manufacturing process. As this view evolved,
researchers of construction management began to focus on mechanical contractors and their
unique role as fabricator and constructor. Mechanical contractors, who are responsible for
installing the heating-ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems in buildings, build and
assemble, at an offsite manufacturing facility that they typically own and operate, the ductwork
that they install on a construction project. In affect, researchers began to view this fabricate-toinstall strategy used by mechanical contractors with their ductwork, as a supply chain within the
project-as-production system; Alves and Tommelein named this supply chain the “sheet metal
ductwork supply chain” (SMDSC) (Alves & Tommelein, 2003). If the process used by
mechanical contractors to fabricate and install ductwork on a construction project is to be viewed
as a supply chain, and subsequently managed as a supply chain, then it is necessary to examine
the definition of a supply chain that is typically associated with a purely manufacturing process
and determine if the label truly applies.
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Characteristics of a Supply Chain and of Supply Chain Management
The term “supply chain management” was created in the 1980’s to reflect the evolution
of the terms “logistics,” and “operations management” (Hugos, 2006). The term supply chain
has many definitions, but for the purpose of this paper, the definition given by Ganeshan and
Harrison (Ganeshan & Harrison, 1995) will be appropriate: “A supply chain is a network of
facilities and distribution options that performs the functions of procurement of materials,
transformation of these materials into intermediate and finished products, and the distribution of
these finished products to customers.” Based on this definition alone, the term “supply chain”
does apply to the process used by mechanical contractors for fabricating and installing ductwork,
but a slight difference between the ductwork procurement process and this definition does exist
when the discussion turns to the management of a supply chain; Hugos defines supply chain
management as (Hugos, 2006) “the coordination of production, inventory, and transportation
among the participants in a supply chain to achieve the best mix of responsiveness and efficiency
for the market being served.” Furthermore, Hugos (Hugos, 2006) explains that the difference
between the concept of supply chain management and the traditional concepts of logistics is that
“logistics typically refers to activities that occur within the boundaries of a single organization
and supply chains refer to networks of companies that work together and coordinate their actions
to deliver a product to market.” Therefore, based on this explanation by Hugos, the SMDSC
would be considered simply logistics. This infers that management of the SMDSC does not
require the level of coordination between entities that traditional supply chain management
requires, since the SMDSC exists within the boundaries of one organization. Later in this
review, the SMDSC will be analyzed in depth and this idea will be challenged.
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Managing the Supply Chain
Each individual supply chain has unique characteristics that are based on the market that
the supply chain serves. Despite these unique characteristics, many of the challenges that all
supply chains encounter are essentially the same. When examining these challenges, Hugos
(Hugos, 2006) concluded that “Companies in any supply chain must make decisions individually
and collectively regarding their actions in five areas:
1. Production – What products does the market want? How much of which products should
be produced and by when? This activity includes the creation of master production
schedules that take into account plan capacities, workload balancing, quality control, and
equipment maintenance.
2. Inventory – What inventory should be stocked at each stage in a supply chain? How
much inventory should be held as raw materials, semi finished, or finished goods? The
primary purpose of inventory is to act as a buffer against uncertainty in the supply chain.
However, holding inventory can be expensive, so what are the optimal inventory levels
and reorder points?
3. Location – Where should facilities for production and inventory storage be located?
Where are the most cost efficient locations for production and for storage of inventory?
Should existing facilities be used or new ones built? Once these decisions are made they
determine the possible paths available for product to flow through for delivery to the final
customer.
4. Transportation – How should inventory be moved from one supply chain location to
another? Airfreight and truck delivery are generally fast and reliable but they are
expensive. Shipping by sea or rail is much less expensive but usually involves longer
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transit times and more uncertainty. This uncertainty must be compensated for by
stocking higher levels of inventory. When is it better to use which mode of
transportation?
5. Information – How much data should be collected and how much information should be
shared? Timely and accurate information holds the promise of better coordination and
better decision-making. With good information, people can make effective decisions
about what to produce and how much, about where to locate inventory and how best to
transport it.”
If each entity within a supply chain makes its own decisions regarding their actions in these five
areas, and does not consider the other entities within the supply chain, then the entire supply
chain will suffer. Supply chain management provides the framework necessary to balance the
requirements of the entities that makeup the supply chain, despite the fact that these requirements
may be in conflict with each other. Later in this review, this view will be applied to the SMDSC
and the potential areas of conflict within the SMDSC will be highlighted. Some of the
techniques used in manufacturing can be applied to supply chain management in order to balance
the different demands of each entity; a review of these techniques follows.
The Use of Buffers
The dictionary defines a buffer as (Merriam-Webster, 2010) “a means or device used as a
cushion against the shock of fluctuations in business or financial activity.” Using buffers within
a supply chain is an effective way to protect the supply chain from variability that can cause
wasted capacity, loss of throughput, and ultimately poor customer service. “While there is no
question that variability will degrade performance, we have a choice of how it will do so.
Different strategies for coping with variability make sense in different business environments.”
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(Alves & Tommelein, 2004) It is the second sentence in this quote that underscores the major
difference between managing a single production system and managing a supply chain that is
made up of multiple production systems, like the SMDSC. In a single production system,
buffers are used to protect that single production system from variability, and locally optimize
that particular production system. But in a supply chain, made up of multiple production
systems, buffers need to be used to optimize the sum of all of the production systems. This could
mean that certain production systems within the supply chain need to be locally sub-optimized if
it will help optimize the supply chain as a whole. For the use of this paper, the following types
of buffers, and their respective uses and definitions, outlined by Alves and Tommelein (Alves &
Tommelein, 2004), will be used:
•

Inventory – Physical inventories may be categorized according to their position and
purpose in a supply chain. “Raw materials, work-in-process, and finished goods are
terms used to describe the position of the inventory within the production process. Buffer
stocks, safety stocks, and shipping stocks are terms used to describe the purpose of the
inventory.” ((Alves & Tommelein, 2004)

•

Capacity – In construction, consideration of the environment (i.e., site access and
conditions) plays a major role in defining how much capacity should be allocated to a
certain project. Some units to express capacity may include number of available hours of
resources and space required to perform operations.

•

Time – Time buffers are used in project management to deal with uncertainties in lead
times, activity duration, etc.
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Plan – Plan buffers are “inventories of workable assignments” (Ballard & Howell, 1995).
Plan buffers are used in the place of scheduled tasks, in the event that the scheduled tasks
cannot be completed.

Batching
“Batching means processing products in lots, rather than by the piece, and it is usually
done in order to avoid incurring the cost associated with repeated setups” (Alves & Tommelein,
2003). The term “setups” refers to the action of setting up a machine to produce the specific size
and shape of a product as defined by the customer. Therefore, batching is used as a tool for
optimizing the use of a particular machine. Batching practices, like the use of buffers, are unique
to the market requirements for which they serve. In the early 20th century, Henry Ford’s use of
the assembly line to mass produce the Ford Model T, is an example of how batching can be used
in a manufacturing production system in order to reduce the number of setups, and ultimately
increase productivity and revenue. But one of the criticisms of the Ford Model T was its
inflexibility to meet an increasingly diverse consumer demand (Batchelor, 1994). It was this
inflexibility that contributed to the invention of the Toyota Production System (TPS) by Taiichi
Ohno following World War II (Ohno, 1988). For Ohno (Ohno, 1988) “the Toyota Production
System evolved out of need. Certain restrictions in the marketplace required the production of
small quantities of many varieties under conditions of low demand.” The TPS and its focus on
smaller, more diverse batches, is an example of how batching practices differ based on the
market requirements for which they serve. The TPS will be discussed later in this paper as a
basis from which practitioners can use to optimize the SMDSC.
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The Sheet Metal Ductwork Supply Chain
Up to this point in this review of literature, only general principles of supply chains,
supply chain management, buffers, and batching, have been discussed. During this section, the
SMDSC will be discussed in detail, and the general principles discussed in earlier sections of this
review will be applied to the SMDSC.
To best describe the SMDSC, and how information flows through it, a flow diagram from
Alves and Tommelein (Alves & Tommelein, 2003), including an explanation of the entities and
steps within the supply chain, will follow. It is important to note the difference between a
“transfer batch” and a “process batch,” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003) prior to reviewing the flow
diagram:
•

Transfer Batch – “The number of parts that are grouped together and sent from one
workstation to the next as a group”

•

Process Batch – “The number of parts that are processed in a workstation, in either a
serial fashion (i.e., one after the other), or in a parallel fashion (i.e., processed
simultaneously).”

Figure 1 is the flow diagram from Alves and Tommelein, that represents the SMDSC, excluding
the “coordination to site foreman” step (step #1). The “coordination to site foreman” step will be
described in this section, but is not examined in this case study; the “coordination to site
foreman” step could be examined as the primary focus of future research.
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram of the SMDSC (Alves & Tommelein, 2003)
•

Coordination to site foreman: Prior to the creation of any ductwork orders, the
coordinators are responsible for creating “shop drawings.” Creating coordinated shop

18
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drawings is the mechanical contractor’s process for determining the actual routings,
elevations, and dimensions of each ductwork system within the facility. Shop drawings
are based on the contract drawings, and contract drawings only represent the designer’s
intent. The shop drawings are reviewed by the engineer and given to the shop and the
site foreman as “for construction” drawings. Since coordination is the first step in the
SMDSC, any mistakes made during this process, could create variability for all
downstream activities; research suggests that this is a common problem, thereby making
this step a priority for future research.
•

“From the site foreman to the fabrication shop: The transfer batch size equals the
number of ducts/fittings needed on site based on how the site foreman organizes the
crew’s work. The foreman details and then faxes all the ducts/fittings needed for a socalled order. Since ducts/fittings are detailed by the foreman in a serial fashion, each of
detailed drawing has to wait until the last one needed is finished so that the entire batch
can be faxed to the fabrication shop.” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003)

•

“In the shop detailer’s office: A stack of orders can accumulate in the detailer’s office
since foremen on different projects will send in their orders and there is so much a
detailer can input per day. Besides inputting the data in the computer, the detailer will
verify the detailed drawings and resolve ambiguities or missing data in characteristics of
fittings, possibly by calling field personnel to get clarifications regarding the drawings.
The pile of orders waiting to be processed at this stage can be considered a passive buffer
located in the materials flow.” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003)

•

“Nesting: The shop detailer sorts out orders by project, inputs the data about each fitting
in the computer, and then selects fittings to be considered in the nesting operation. The
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software optimizes the cutting process (minimal waste of metal sheets and efficient
movement of the cutting head) but no consideration is made regarding the optimum use
of the shop labor or other equipment” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003). Alves and
Tommelein have failed to mention that consideration is also made to the different sizes of
round ductwork within each order, since multiple diameters of round ductwork is
fabricated at one workstation. A different dye is used for different diameters of round
ductwork, therefore the shop detailer will attempt to fabricate all round ductwork of the
same diameter at the same time, in an attempt to reduce the number of required setups.
By doing this, the shop detailer may create a difference between the process batch, and
the transfer batch submitted by the site foreman, which could lead to variability in the site
foreman’s original order.
•

“Cutting table loading and unloading: After each metal sheet is cut, the operator will
move parts from the cutting table onto pallets. In this particular case, the transfer batch
and the process batch are the same. Parts can be removed from the cutting table only
when all the cutting for a single sheet is finished, because the sheet might get misaligned
otherwise. Transfer batches and process batches do not have to be the same but in this
case they are due to this equipment constraint. If there is a need for more throughput, it is
important to have a cutting table with two loading tables so that while the machine is
cutting a sheet on one side, the operator can unload the ready parts on the other side then
load the next to be cut” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003). As is the case with nesting, if the
process batches do not match the transfer batches, then variability could be created for
downstream activities.
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“Pallets: The parts for a fitting may or may not end up on the same pallet. Parts on a
pallet will be fabricated in a serial fashion but, for example, “male” and “female” parts
require the use of different equipment so they may be sorted accordingly. Pallets are
stored on stacks or on the floor, thus serving as a passive buffer or work in process
waiting to be processed. Operators that are cross-trained (who can work on multiple
machines in the shop) will move a pallet (or a table on wheels) to a piece of equipment
and work on all the parts on it, one after the other, before moving on to the next
equipment. If operators are dedicated to working on a single machine, the pallet may be
pushed from one equipment station to the next. In either case, while one part is being
worked, all the others have to wait, thus increasing the cycle time for producing a single
fitting” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003). If the size and makeup of a batch is created without
considering the capacity of each machine station, then a bottle-neck may be created,
increasing lead times; increasing lead times within a supply chain can be a compounding
problem.

•

“Knocking together: When the component parts of various fittings have been fabricated,
the pallet-based batches are broken up. The parts are spread out and matched up so that
individual fittings can be knocked together” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003). Clear
standards of what type of ducts/fittings that should be knocked together in the shop could
contribute to optimizing the entire supply chain; this concept will be discussed during the
analysis of results section of this paper.

•

“Sorting out: In the shipping area, a worker groups all the fittings that belong to the same
order. If all the order’s fittings are finished and they fit in a truck, they are sent to the site
in one batch. In this case, the transfer batch is equal to the process batch, if we consider
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the order the detailer sent at the beginning of the process to the fabrication shop.
Therefore, the cycle time to turn out a fitting is relatively long since a finished fitting has
to wait until all the other fittings for the same order are finished and sorted for shipment
to the site” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003). If the size and makeup of a ductwork order is
created without considering the number of shipments that it will take to deliver the order,
then variability in the shipping sequence could result.
•

“Site installation: Fittings delivered to the site are moved to the location where they will
be installed. Buffers at this point are not supposed to be large due to the space constraints
associated with site storage of voluminous fittings.” (Alves & Tommelein, 2003)

The SMDSC as a Pull Method for Work Flow
Ballard put forth the idea (Ballard, 1998) “that there are three ways to coordinate work
flow; i.e., schedule push, continuous flow, and (plan) pull. To expand, the three techniques are:
•

Pushing different work activities toward future intersections in time through schedules

•

Flow through assembly chains in accordance with pre-agreed rules for spacing, handoffs
and pace

•

Pulling elements together to be assembled”

Furthermore, this idea of a “pull” method for work flow is part of the foundation of the TPS
(Ohno, 1988): “In the pull method, the final process withdraws the required quantities from the
preceding process at a certain time, and this procedure is repeated in reverse order up through all
the earlier processes.” Both definitions, the Ballard definition and the Ohno definition, describe
the SMDSC; the site foreman pulls only what he needs from the shop, at the exact time he needs
it. In the case of the TPS, the idea of using the pull method was combined with the notion of
“just-in-time” (JIT) production as a way to eliminate waste (Ohno, 1988): “Just-in-time means
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that, in a flow process, the right parts needed in assembly reach the assembly line at the time they
are needed and only in the amount needed.” This idea of JIT production can be, and should be,
used in the SMDSC in order to help balance the capacity of the shop with the load (or demand)
of the field. Establishing this balance between capacity of the shop and the load of the field is
critical to the success of the SMDSC as a whole. Ohno experienced an imbalance between
capacity and load, and it lead to the idea of production leveling (Ohno, 1988): “If a part is needed
at the rate of 1,000 per month, we should make 40 parts a day for 25 days. Furthermore, we
should spread production evenly throughout the workday. If the workday is 480 minutes, we
should average one piece every 12 minutes.” Although there is more variability on a
construction site than exists in a manufacturing facility, this idea can be applied to the SMDSC
on a per-project basis. To do this would require a combination of the push and pull methods for
workflow, but the results could greatly reduce variability within the SMDSC; this could be a
subject for future research.
Ballard and The Last Planner System of Production Control: Production Control
Ballard notes that (Ballard, 2000b) “production processes can be conceived in at least
three different ways: 1) as a process of converting inputs to outputs, 2) as a flow of materials and
information through time and space, and 3) as a process for generating value for customers. All
three conceptions are appropriate and necessary.”
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Table 1. Conversion, Flow, and Value Generation Views of Production Processes (Ballard,
2000b)
Flow View
Value Generation
Conversion View
A series of activities
The flows of
A value creating
Nature of
which convert inputs
information &
process which defines
Construction
to outputs
resources, which
and meets customer
release work:
requirements
composed of
conversion,
inspection, moving
and waiting
Hierarchical
Decomposition at
Elimination of value
Main Principles
decomposition of
joints. Elimination of loss – the gap between
activities; control and
waste (unnecessary
achieved and possible
optimization by
activities), time
value
activity
reduction
Work breakdown
Team approach, rapid
Development and
Methods & Practices
structure, critical path
reduction of
testing of ends against
method. Planning
uncertainty, shielding,
means to determine
concerned with timing
balancing,
requirements.
start and
decoupling. Planning
Planning concerned
responsibility for
concerned with
with work structure,
activities through
timing, quality and
process and
contracting or
release of work
participation
assigning
Taking care that
Taking care to do
Taking care that the
Practical
customer
necessary
things
unnecessary
is
done
Contribution
requirements are met
as little as possible
in the best possible
manner

Although Ballard points out that all three views are important, he also agrees with Koskela that
the conversion model has been the most widely accepted view in construction project
management (Ballard, 2000b); the same holds true of mechanical contractors and their
management of the SMDSC. The problem with managing a production process, such as a
construction project, using the conversion view is that a construction project is made up of
multiple production systems, i.e., different trades, all of which have competing design
requirements, and the conversion model (Ballard, 2000b) “[assumes] that the work to be done
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can be divided into parts and managed as if those parts were independent one from another.”
This example is analogous to the mechanical contractor that tries to optimize each production
system within the SMDSC without considering the SMDSC as a whole. Furthermore, Ballard
attributes this dominance of using the conversion view in construction project management to a
lack of understanding that a construction project is in fact a production system itself (Ballard,
2000b). It is this thought that leads Ballard to differentiate between project control and
production control (Ballard, 2000b): “…project control consists of monitoring progress toward
project objectives and taking corrective action when the ship appears to be off course. This
concept of project control is very different from production control, which is dedicated to
causing events to conform to plan and to replanning when events cannot be conformed.
Production control conceives production as a flow of materials and information among
cooperating specialists, dedicated to the generation of value for customer and stakeholders.”
Ballard’s definition of production control relates primarily to the flow view of a production
process, and is very similar to Ganeshan and Harrison’s definition a supply chain, mentioned
earlier in this review. Therefore, logic suggests using the flow view when managing the
SMDSC, as opposed to the more commonly used conversion view. The flow view is commonly
used in manufacturing processes, which typically take place in one facility, and in a controlled
environment. This fact easily applies to the ductwork fabrication portion of the SMDSC, but
could it be successful during the transition from manufacturing to construction, where more
variables exist? For this answer, Ballard examines what he calls “the missing link in production
control;” (Ballard, 1997) lookahead planning.
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Ballard and The Last Planner System of Production Control: Lookahead Planning
Construction companies, particularly specialty contractors, use short-term schedules, or
lookahead schedules, as a tool to manage the flow of work in the near future. The duration of the
lookahead schedule, as well as the process by which it is created, varies amongst the contractors
that use them.
On nearly all construction projects a master schedule is created at the beginning of the
project. This master schedule is useful for determining delivery dates for equipment with long
lead times, and for establishing milestone dates for the completion of an entire scope of work.
However, the master schedule cannot accurately establish, in detail, intermediate milestone
dates, such as the completion of a particular assignment, because of the lack of information about
actual durations and deliveries (Ballard, 1997), thus creating the need for lookahead schedules.
Lookahead schedules are used by primarily by field management as a way to plan the work that
is supposed to happen in the near future, and to acquire the necessary resources for completing
that work. However, according to Ballard (Ballard, 1997): “Lookahead schedules are rarely
conceived as having the specific purpose of producing sound assignments, nor are procedures
provided for lookahead processes. Usually, a lookahead schedule is simply a drop out from the
higher-level schedule, occasionally at a greater level of detail, but with no screening of scheduled
activities against soundness or other criteria. The prevailing idea seems to be simply that
thinking ahead is beneficial.” It is this notion that lead Ballard to create “The Last Planner
System of Production Control” (Ballard, 2000b). The “Last Planner” is the person that is
responsible for planning the work that is to be done in the immediate future, i.e., tomorrow.
Ballard refers to these work units as “assignments” since they create direct work, and not just the
creation of other plans (Ballard, 2000b). In the case of a mechanical contractor, and more
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specifically the SMDSC, the “Last Planner” is typically the sheet metal foreman. Therefore, in
the case of a pull method of work flow, like the SMDSC, it stands to reason that the lookahead
schedule used by the last planner (foreman) is the most critical tool for managing the entire
production system, or supply chain; so how can the lookahead schedule be reduced to “simply
that thinking ahead is beneficial?” Ballard makes the case that the lookahead schedule represents
the last planner’s commitment to the company of what will get done (Ballard, 2000b): “They say
what WILL be done, and (hopefully) are the result of a planning process that best matches WILL
with SHOULD within the constraints of CAN. Unfortunately, last planner performance is
sometimes evaluated as if there could be no possible difference between SHOULD and CAN.”
There are many reasons that contribute to the incompletion of an assignment, some of which are
out of the last planner’s control. Incomplete assignments cause variability in future plans, and
this prohibits the last planner from properly preparing for future assignments. If the last planner
cannot properly prepare for an assignment, then the last planner’s commitment to the company,
what WILL be done, cannot be inline with what SHOULD be done; this (Ballard, 2000b)
“quickly results in the abandonment of planning that directs actual production.” When this
happens, variability in the flow of work once again increases, until the lookahead schedule can
no longer be used as a tool for shaping the future (Ballard, 2000b). This scenario is common in
the construction industry, and is particularly common for sheet metal foremen in the SMDSC.
Parallel to the argument of using the conversion view versus the flow view of production,
Ballard argues that a shift in focus is needed from “control of the workers,” to “control of the
flow of work that links them together” (Ballard, 2000b). The Last Planner System of Production
Control is a tool for making that shift of focus.
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The two components that makeup the last planner system are: 1) production unit control
and 2) work flow control (Ballard, 2000b). A production unit represents any resource, or
mixture of resources, used to produce, i.e., a single machine, or in the case of construction, a
crew of workers. For a production unit, the quality of the assignments created by the last
planner, is a critical factor in its success. Ballard notes some of the critical quality characteristics
of an assignment:
•

The assignment is well defined

•

The right sequence of work is selected

•

The right amount of work is selected

•

The work selected is practical, or sound

By “well defined,” Ballard means that the assignment can be described in detail, or step-by-step,
and that completion can be objectively determined (Ballard, 2000b). For the assignment to be in
the “right sequence,” it must be inline with the goals and requirements of the project, and the
sequence itself must be logical (Ballard, 2000b). The “right amount” is determined by balancing
the capacity of the production unit, with the load of the assignment itself; capacity is defined
using published standards or historical data for a particular production unit (Ballard, 2000b).
Ultimately, all decision made by the last planner when determining the “right amount” of work
for an assignment, are made to optimize the productivity of the production unit. Finally, a
“practical” assignment is one in which (Ballard, 2000b) “all prerequisite work is in place and all
resources are available.”
The metric by which Ballard suggests the quality of the last planner’s plan be measured,
is known as the “Percent Plan Complete,” (PPC) (Ballard, 2000b). PPC is calculated by dividing
the number of planned activities completed, by the total number of planned activities. Ballard
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argues that since PPC is (Ballard, 2000b) “…[derived] from an extremely complex set of
directives: project schedules, execution strategies, budget unit rates, etc.” that “PPC measures the
extent to which the front line supervisor’s commitment (WILL) was realized.” Once PPC of a
plan has been calculated, the final, and arguably most important, step of production unit control
can be completed: identify reasons why planned assignments were not completed (Ballard,
2000b). This step could lead to an improved PPC on future plans by identifying flaws within the
planning process, production unit, or the entire organization. However, action must be taken
immediately to resolve any reason for not completing a plan, otherwise future planning efforts
will remain vulnerable and could lead to abandonment of the process altogether. If production
unit control coordinates the execution of work within production units, then work flow control
coordinates the (Ballard, 2000b) “flow of design, supply, and installation through production
units.” To control work flow, Ballard suggests a very structured lookahead planning process,
that includes: defining assignments, analyzing constraints, pulling work from upstream
production units, and matching load and capacity (Ballard, 2000b).
The criteria used for defining activities were introduced in the discussion about
production unit control. However, to control work flow Ballard suggests scheduling assignments
within a 3 to 12 week “lookahead window” (Ballard, 2000b). The appropriate number of weeks
for the lookahead window is based on:
•

Project characteristics

•

Reliability of the planning system

•

Lead time of acquiring information

•

Lead time of acquiring resources, i.e., labor, material, and equipment
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Before assignments can be moved into the lookahead window, all constraints on the
execution of the assignment must be removed (Ballard, 2000b). A constraints analysis is
performed to identify all potential constraints on beginning an assignment; potential constraints
include: contract, design, submittal approval, materials, prerequisite work, equipment, and labor
(Ballard, 2000b). In Ballard’s words (Ballard, 2000b): “Constraints analysis requires suppliers
of goods and services to actively manage their production and delivery, and provides the
coordinator with early warning of problems, hopefully with sufficient lead time to plan around
them.”
A pull method for work flow, as defined earlier in this review, is the method of pulling
elements together to be assembled in a JIT fashion, indicating that the production unit is ready to
begin work on that particular assignment. Ballard notes that (Ballard, 2000b) “making
assignments ready in the lookahead process is explicitly an application of pull techniques.
Consequently, Last Planner is a type of pull system.”
Finally, it is necessary to match the load and capacity of a production system in order to
optimize productivity. This is especially true between the different production systems that
makeup the SMDSC. As stated earlier in this review, capacity for a construction crew (or
production unit) can be determined by using industry-estimating standards, or by historical data
specific to the production unit or organization. When matching load and capacity, the last
planner must make decisions considering the productivity of the production unit, and job
requirements; Ballard summarizes the last planner’s options (Ballard, 2000b): “Load can be
changed to match capacity by retarding or accelerating work flow. Capacity can be changed to
match load by reducing or increasing resources. Pulling helps balance load to capacity because
the production unit can request what it needs and in the needed amounts.”
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In summary, Ballard’s Last Planner System of Production Control is a tool, and a
philosophy, that can be used to: 1) reduce variability in a plan, 2) provide a buffer of ready work,
and 3) control the production of a production unit. The Last Planner System is very similar to
the idea of supply chain management, both of which subscribe to the flow view of production
processes. The next section will examine the current theory of project management and why it is
inadequate when using the Last Planner System, or supply chain management principles.
Paradigm Shift Needed for Project Management
The dictionary defines a paradigm as (Merriam-Webster, 2010): “A philosophical and
theoretical framework of a scientific school or discipline within which theories, laws, and
generalizations and the experiments performed in support of them are formulated;” in terms of
project management, what is the current paradigm? And has this paradigm lead to any theories,
laws, or generalizations with respect to construction project management?
Focusing on the subject of a theory of project management, Howell and Koskela note that
(Koskela & Howell, 2008) “a theory consists primarily from concepts and causal relationships
that relate these concepts,” and that a theory of project management would serve many purposes,
some of which are (Koskela & Howell, 2008):
•

A theory gives direction in pinpointing the sources of further progress

•

When explicit, testing the validity of the theory in practice leads to learning

•

A theory, when shared, provides a common language or framework, through which the
cooperation of people in collective undertakings, like project, firm, etc., is facilitated and
enabled

•

On the basis of the theory, tools for analyzing, designing and controlling can be built
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But Howell and Koskela acknowledge that an explicit theory of project management currently
does not exist. Instead, they derive a current theory of project management from some core
statements found in the Project Management Body of Knowledge Guide (PMBOK), produced by
the Project Management Institute. A summary of Howell’s and Koskela’s findings and
conclusions follow.
Howell and Koskela relate the view expressed in the PMBOK of what a “project” is to
the transformation view of a production process, as defined earlier in this review to be a process
of converting inputs to outputs (Ballard, 2000b). The problem with the transformation view is
that it assumes that the assignments that makeup a project are independent of one another, and
can be managed as such. In contrast, the flow view of a production process focuses on the
linkages between assignments within a project, and includes time as a characteristic of
production; Howell and Koskela note (Koskela & Howell, 2008) that “because time is affected
by the uncertainty in the production process, as well as interdependencies between tasks, the
[flow view] is directed towards uncertainty and linkages, which are not acknowledged in the
transformation view.” Furthermore, Howell and Koskela note that the PMBOK categorizes
project management processes in the following way: initiating, planning, execution, controlling,
and closing processes (Koskela & Howell, 2008). Focusing on the core processes of planning,
execution, and controlling, Howell and Koskela describe their connection as (Koskela & Howell,
2008) “a closed loop: the planning processes provide a plan, that is realized by the executing
processes, and variances from the baseline, or requests for change lead to corrections in
execution or changes in future plans.” Table 2 summarizes Howell’s and Koskela’s analysis of
each of these three core processes as they are described in the PMBOK, and an alternative
analysis created by Howell and Koskela (Koskela & Howell, 2008):
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Table 2. Analysis of Core PM Processes (Koskela & Howell, 2008)
PMBOK
Howell & Koskela
Core PM Process
“Management-as-planning:”
“Management-asThe organization is divided
organizing:” A more
into two parts: a management collaborative theory of
part and an effector part. At
planning that combines the
Theory of Planning
the project level, management management part and the
is viewed as a centralized
effector part in their planning
planning resource, responsible efforts
for creating and implementing
plans, which turn into orders
that prompt action
“Classical communication
“Language/action
theory:” Similar to job
perspective:” Assignments
dispatching, used in
will only be completed if the
manufacturing, where tasks
executor is committed to
Theory of Execution
are assigned to a resource
completing it. A two-way
from a central authority figure discussion occurs between
once certain scope and
manager and executor, a
scheduling requirements have commitment is made on an
been met
agreed-to assignment, then
follows performance and
completion
“Thermostat model:” Output
“Scientific experiment
performance is measured
model:” Instead of measuring
against a standard of
against a standard, each
performance, and the process
operation has a goal, then the
Theory of Controlling
is corrected to eliminate the
reason for variance between
variance between the standard the goal and output
and the output performance, if performance is determined
a variance exists
and neutralized, in an attempt
to create continuous
improvement as opposed to
just meeting a standard

Howell and Koskela note that the implicit theory of project management from the
PMBOK is (Koskela & Howell, 2008) “deficient; better or complementary theories can be
found. No single part of the theoretical foundation can be judged adequate.” Furthermore,
Howell and Koskela go on to describe the deficiencies of the theoretical base as having (Koskela
& Howell, 2008) “a faulty understanding of the nature of work in projects, and deficient
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definitions of planning, execution and control;” they then argue that these deficiencies have lead
to three classes of problems (Koskela & Howell, 2008):
1. Project management has not achieved the goals set to it: it does not perform in a
satisfactory way
2. The lack of theory has rendered education and training more difficult and has hampered
effective professionalization of project management
3. The renewal of project management has been hampered by the lack of theory
Finally, Howell and Koskela profoundly describe the impact that the deficiencies in the
theoretical base of project management have on the life cycle of a project (Koskela & Howell,
2008): “Typically, customer requirements are poorly investigated at the outset, and the process
of requirement clarification and change leads to disruption in the progress of the project. The
actual progress starts to drift from the plan, the updating of which is too cumbersome to be done
regularly. Without an up-to-date plan, the work authorization system transforms to an approach
of informal management. Increasingly, tasks are commenced without all inputs and prerequisites
at hand, leading to low efficiency or task interruption and increased variability downstream.
Correspondingly, controlling by means of a performance baseline that is not based on the actual
status becomes ineffective or simply counterproductive. All in all, systematic project
management is transformed to a façade, behind which the job actually gets done, even if with
reduced efficiency and lessened value to the customer.”
In summary, the current paradigm that exists in project management has not produced,
and likely will not produce, an explicit theory of project management. A relevant, explicit theory
of project management is needed in order to effectively use ideas such as the Last Planner
System of Production Control, and principles of supply chain management, when managing a
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construction project or the SMDSC. Otherwise, any efforts made to incorporate these techniques
will be simply a formality, and most certainly will fail. Howell, Macomber, Koskela, and Draper
describe this situation during a discussion on implementing a pull system (G. A. Howell,
Macomber, Koskela, & Draper, 2004): “Shifting to pull systems is more than simply installing
new planning software. It is a shift in our fundamental understanding of work and the social
system in which it occurs.”
Conclusion
Starting with Koskela’s observations in 1992, that construction project management
principles were based on flawed theory, and that construction project management practices were
ineffective (Koskela, 1992), research in the field of construction project management has lead to
many improvements in process and theory. Much of this research has applied principles and
practices from manufacturing and supply chain management to construction projects, which
evolved into the idea that a construction project is a temporary production system (G. Howell &
Ballard, 1998). This idea is important for future research of construction management, since it
establishes a basis from which principles, practices, and theories may be created. One such
theory to be created is that the process used by mechanical contractors, of fabricating ductwork
in a manufacturing facility to install on a construction jobsite, represents a supply chain. By
viewing this process as a supply chain, principles such as batching and buffering can be used to
optimize the SMDSC. Research specific to managing the SMDSC is still in its beginning
phases, however, this paradigm shift has opened new avenues for research, and this directed
project represents an attempt to add to the progress in this field of research.
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Methodology
A total of 28 people were interviewed for this project: 9 foremen; 7 superintendents; 5
shop managers; and 7 project managers. The intent of the interview given to the sheet metal
foremen and the field superintendents is to determine the process used to order ductwork, and the
role that they play within the process. More specifically, the interview questions will be
designed to reveal:
•

The factors considered when creating ductwork orders

•

How buffers are used, and what type of buffers are used, in the plans produced by the
sheet metal foremen and superintendents, in order to protect their production from
variability

The interview given to the project managers will aim to describe the involvement of the project
managers within the SMDSC, and how they might impact the plans produced by the
superintendents and foremen. Lastly, the interview that is given to the shop managers will
include questions that are designed to highlight the requirements of the shop and how the field
meets these requirements in terms of the SMDSC.
The answers to all of the interviews will be organized and analyzed in an attempt to:
1. Fully understand the ductwork procurement process from each groups’ point of view
2. Establish the current buffering and batching practices in place
3. Provide a basis for analyzing and comparing the firm’s current buffering and batching
practices
Findings
Only the questions that yielded pertinent responses were used in this report; a summary
of all questions and responses is provided in Appendix A.
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Foremen: Batching Practices
Table 4. Foreman batching question #2a: “Do you consider the size of the order and the number
of shipments it will take?”
Number of
Group
Size Only
Shipments Only
Both
Neither
Foremen (N=9)
3
0
2
4

Table 5. Foreman batching question #2b: “Do you consider the makeup of a particular shipment
of ductwork?
Group
Yes
No
Foremen (N=9)
2
7

Both foremen that consider the size of the ductwork order and the number of shipments
the ductwork order would take to deliver, also consider the makeup of a particular shipment of
ductwork, when submitting an order. In contrast, the four foremen that neither considers the size
of a ductwork order, nor the number of shipments the ductwork order would take to deliver, also
do not consider the makeup of a particular shipment of ductwork, when submitting an order. The
remaining three foremen that consider the size of the ductwork order only, noted that they only
consider the size of the order as it pertains to the amount of on-site storage space available to
them; they did not mention that their concern for the size of the order had anything to do with the
capacity of the shop.
The responses to questions “2a,” and “2b,” underscore the idea that the majority of
foremen do not view the ductwork procurement process as a supply chain, since they do not
consider the impact that the size of a ductwork order will have on the shop’s capacity.
Furthermore, these responses also are inline with Alves’ and Tommelein’s observation that rules
for batching within the ductwork fabrication process exist, but are tacit at best (Alves &
Tommelein, 2003).
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Table 6. Foremen batching question #6: “What problems commonly occur in the duct
procurement process?”
Quality &
Incomplete/Out- Incomplete/Outof-Sequence
of-Sequence
Group
Quality Problem
Delivery
Delivery
No Problem
Foremen (N=9)
4
3
1
1

Table 7. Foremen batching question # 6a: “How often does at least one of these problems
occur?”
25% - 33% of
66% - 75% of
Group
Rarely
Orders
50% of Orders
Orders
Foremen (N=9)
4
2
2
1

The four foremen that neither considers the size of a ductwork order, nor the number of
shipments that the ductwork order would take to deliver in question 2a, are the same four
foremen that claim to receive incomplete and/or out-of-sequence ductwork deliveries. For these
four foremen, there is a link between their ductwork ordering habits and the problems that they
claim to incur: by not considering the size of a ductwork order, an order could be large enough
to require multiple shipments, and the sequence of shipments may not match the sequence
expected by the foreman. Also, out of sequence shipments could be mistaken for an incomplete
shipment if the number of shipments is not discussed between the foreman and the shop.
Furthermore, three of the four foremen that claim to experience incomplete or out-of-sequence
deliveries, estimate that this problem occurs with at least 50% of their orders, and the fourth
foreman estimates that this happens with at least 25% of their orders; these responses indicate
that a high level of variability exists in the plans of these four foremen.
In summary, the foremen’s responses to these questions indicate that a clear set of
batching rules and guidelines does not exist at this particular firm. As a result, 4 of the 9
foremen claim to experience a problem with incomplete or out-of-sequence duct deliveries on
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25% - 50% of their ductwork orders, indicating that a high level of variability exists in the plans
of these foremen, which could lead to decreased field productivity.
Foremen: Buffering Practices
Table 8. Foreman buffering question #2: “How long before entering into an area to work, do you
prefer to have your ductwork onsite?”
Group
< 3 Days
3 – 5 Days
> 5 Days
Foremen (N=9)
4
4
1

Table 9. Foreman buffering question #3: “On average, how long does ductwork sit onsite
before it is installed?”
Group
< 1 Week
1 – 2 Weeks
> 2 Weeks
Foremen (N=9)
5
4
0

Like the sizing of ductwork batches, the time buffers used by the foremen do not follow a
set of rules or guidelines. This variation in time buffers makes it difficult for the shop
management to determine which orders are the most urgent. Furthermore, almost half of the
foremen noted that ductwork typically sits onsite between one and two weeks before it is
installed, indicating that many of the time buffers used by the foremen are too conservative.
Conservative time buffers conflict with the notion of JIT production, which is one of the
characteristics that make up a pull method of workflow; the SMDSC is a pull method of
workflow. By using conservative time buffers, the foremen create a situation where the shop
may struggle to meet an unnecessarily tight deadline, which could impact other orders that carry
a more accurate deadline.
Table 10. Foremen buffering question #4: “Do you plan to have ductwork stored at the shop?”
Group
Yes
No
Only if Forced to
Foremen (N=9)
1
4
4

The main point to this question was to determine if inventory buffers were used to protect
the foremen’s plans from variability. While it is true that inventory may be kept onsite, it is also
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true that a construction site is a far less controlled environment than a manufacturing facility, so
onsite inventory is at a greater risk of getting damaged than inventory kept at the shop.
Furthermore, most projects permit minimal onsite inventory as a way to prevent lost productivity
due to multiple handles of material, and as a way minimize safety hazards. Hugos refers to
inventory that is used to buffer against uncertainty as safety stocks (Hugos, 2006). A safety
stock carries with it opportunity cost since the shop has devoted space for the stored material.
Therefore, to determine the optimal size of a safety stock the cost associated with carrying a
safety stock of ductwork at the shop must be weighed against the cost of lost productivity (idle
time) of the field production unit. In light of the fact that four of the nine foremen responded that
they do store ductwork at the shop if outstanding circumstances “force” them to, it appears that
some inventory is kept at the shop anyway; the difference is that this inventory is purely a
reaction to a circumstance, and not a planned action.
Table 11. Foremen buffering question #6: “Describe the lookahead planning process that you
use.”
Create/Review
Often Discuss With
Group
Variance Follow-up
Weekly
GC & Other Trades
Foremen (N=9)
8
6
1

First, it is necessary to describe the lookahead planning method used by this mechanical
contractor. This contractor creates a 1-week plan, and a 5-week lookahead, each week; a sample
of each form can be seen in appendix B. This process is similar to that described in the Last
Planner Method of Production Control, and it includes the following steps:
1. Identify assignments to be completed and assignments for “workable backlog” (i.e., plan
buffers)
2. Determine “make-ready” needs and prerequisite work
3. Schedule resources (i.e., manpower)
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4. Review the plan upon completion and record the reasons for variance
5. Resolve reasons for variance, and create a new plan
As the responses show, participation in this process is nearly at 100% amongst the foremen.
Many of the foremen consider this a great tool for planning their work; some of their comments
were:
•

Foreman #2: “I really use this as a tool to drive production and regulate material.”

•

Foreman #3: “[It] helps me optimize my manpower and make sure I have my
materials ready to go.”

However, the responses also show that only one of the nine foremen perform the variance
follow-up step of the process. Also, it should be noted that no mention was made of screening
assignments based on any criteria, and no outright constraints analysis was performed during the
process either; the Last Planner System calls for both of these activities to occur.
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Table 12. Foremen buffering question #5: “When planning your work, what measures do
you take to be prepared for the following situations?”
a. Another trade is delayed, not allowing you to begin work in the area that you had
planned to begin in; you are given short notice.
Pull From
Quality
Not Quality
Material Buffer Don’t Plan for
Group
Workable
Workable
& Keep
This; I React
Backlog
Backlog
Moving
Foremen (N=9)
2
3
1
3
b. The general contractor decides to begin work in “area 1,” instead of “area 2” like you
both agreed to at the beginning of the project; you are given short notice.
Pull From
Quality
Not Quality
Material Buffer Don’t Plan for
Group
Workable
Workable
& Keep
This; I React
Backlog
Backlog
Moving
Foremen (N=9)
2
1
0
6

For the purpose of this paper, the two categories of workable backlog are:
•

Quality: As Ballard defines quality assignments in his Last Planner System of Production
Control; well-defined, right sequence, right amount, and sound (Ballard, 2000b)

•

Not Quality: Unfinished assignments, prep-work, cleanup, not all prerequisites are on
hand

An example of a response that indicated “quality” workable backlog is:
•

Foreman #2: “My workable backlog is a result of planning, and not unfinished work; I
have the material ready to go for these assignments.”

An example of a response that indicated “not quality” workable backlog is:
•

Foreman #4: “My workable backlog consists of prep activities and unfinished work form
another area. I don’t always have my materials ready for my backlog.”

These questions were intended to determine how the foremen use plan buffers (“workable
backlog”) in their lookahead schedule to protect their production from variability. The same two
foremen use quality workable backlog to deal with the variability described in each of the two
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situations. This means that the other seven foremen are not adequately prepared when
confronted with variability, potentially decreasing their field productivity.
Overall, the responses from the foremen lend credence to Ballard’s comment on
lookahead schedules (Ballard, 1997): “Usually a lookahead schedule is simply a drop out from
the higher level schedule, occasionally at a greater level of detail, but with no screening of
scheduled activities against soundness or other criteria. The prevailing idea seems to be simply
that looking ahead is beneficial.”
Superintendents: Batching Practices
Since the superintendent does not create ductwork orders, the focus of the batching
questions posed to the superintendents is primarily on their role as a supervisor to the foremen
when creating a ductwork order.
Table 13. Superintendent batching question #3: “How often do you review your foreman’s
ductwork orders, prior to the release of an order?”
Group
Every Order
Spot Check Orders
1 – 2 Orders Per Job
Superintendents
1
5
1
(N=7)

Table 14. Superintendent batching question #4: “How much control do you have over the
success of a ductwork order and/or shipment?”
Group
Complete
Superintendents (N=7)
7

The management style of each individual superintendent may factor into their decision as
to how often they may review a foreman’s ductwork order. However, since four of the nine
foremen claim to experience incomplete or out-of-sequence deliveries on 25% - 50% of their
ductwork orders, it appears that the superintendents are not as involved in the duct procurement
process as they should be. Furthermore, all of the superintendents claim to have complete
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control over the success of a ductwork order and/or shipment, indicating that their participation
in the procurement process has either been lacking, or non-effective.
Superintendents: Buffering Practices
Table 15. Superintendent buffering question #2: “On average, how long does ductwork
sit onsite before it is installed?”
Group
< 1 Week
1 – 2 Weeks
> 2 Weeks
Superintendent
2
4
1
(N=7)

There is big difference between the superintendents’ view of how long ductwork sits
onsite before it is installed, and the foremen’s view. More than half of the foremen indicated that
ductwork sits onsite less than a week before it is installed, yet more than half of the
superintendents feel that ductwork sits onsite longer than one week before it is installed; one
superintendent noted that 85% of the ductwork on his projects sits onsite for more than two
weeks before it is installed. The only observation that can be made is that one, or both, of these
groups do not pay attention to the time buffers used when ordering ductwork, which indicates
that one, or both, of these groups are not aware of the benefits of JIT production.
Table 16. Superintendent buffering question #4: “Describe the lookahead planning process that
you use.”
Review With
Discuss With GC &
Group
Variance Follow-up
Foreman Weekly
Other Trades
Superintendents
7
6
2
(N=7)

In general, the superintendents are similar to the foremen in that they participate in the
lookahead planning process each week, and feel that it is beneficial to their productivity. The
superintendents are also similar to the foremen in that they place very little importance on the
variance follow-up portion of the process. As was the case with the foremen, more situationaltype questions are necessary to really understand how effectively they use this tool.
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Table 15. Superintendent buffering question #3: “When planning your work, what
measures do you take to be prepared for the following situations?”
a. Another trade is delayed, not allowing you to begin work in the area that you had
planned to begin in; you are given short notice.
Pull From
Quality
Not Quality
Material Buffer Don’t Plan for
Group
Workable
Workable
& Keep
This; I React
Backlog
Backlog
Moving
Superintendents
6
1
0
0
(N=7)
b. The general contractor decides to begin work in “area 1,” instead of “area 2” like you
both agreed to at the beginning of the project; you are given short notice.
Pull From
Quality
Not Quality
Material Buffer Don’t Plan for
Group
Workable
Workable
& Keep
This; I React
Backlog
Backlog
Moving
Superintendents
2
1
0
4
(N=7)

Six of the seven superintendents claim to plan quality assignments for their workable
backlog, yet only two of the nine foremen claim the same. As was stated in the literature review,
the sheet metal foreman is typically the last planner in the SMDSC, and that is generally the case
with this particular firm; so how can there be such a discrepancy between the two groups on the
subject of workable backlog? Upon reviewing their complete responses, five of the seven
superintendents indicate that the foreman creates the plan, and that they only review the plan.
Assuming that this is the case, it appears that the superintendents are not as involved with the
lookahead planning process, as they should be. Furthermore, this observation is supported by the
shift in the superintendents’ responses in situation “b,” from the use of quality backlog to simply
reacting. Quality plan buffers (workable backlog) would be the answer for dealing with the
variability described in both situations, yet that is not how the majority of superintendents
responded.
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In summary, both the superintendents and the foremen use the lookahead process as a
way to simply look ahead. This is very different from the description of the lookahead process
used in Ballard’s Last Planner System of Production Control, where the main goal of the
lookahead planning process is to create well-defined, sound assignments that are in the correct
sequence so that a flow of work can maintained.
Shop Managers: Batching Practices
This mechanical contractor’s SMDSC is similar to that described in the literature review;
after the coordination phase, the sheet metal foreman submits an order of ductwork to the shop
detailer. The shop detailer describes the batching practices he uses: “Based on the total weight
of the foreman’s order, I may break it up into smaller packages. It is faster to send batches
through [the shop] at 5,000 pounds, so if I get an order that is 15,000 pounds, I’ll break it up into
three 5,000-pound batches. 5,000 pounds is a rule of thumb based on my experience. Foremen
are rarely involved in this process, most of the time they trust my experience.” The shop detailer
goes on to note that “an order that gets broken up into multiple batches, won’t ship in the proper
sequence; this is one of the problems that we have.” Additionally, the shop shipping manager
describes the situation: “If something is not ready when it is due, we send what we have ready,
then follow-up with the other shipments; we ship what is ready to control the inventory at the
shop and to hit due dates the best we can. On an order that takes multiple shipments, rarely is the
sequence of delivery planned. I start shipping in the sequence that the ductwork is produced.”
These comments from the shop confirm the idea that a foreman can submit an order that
is so large that multiple shipments are required, and that the foreman does not define the
sequence of shipments. This causes a great deal of variability in the foreman’s plan, and will
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result in decreased field productivity. Furthermore, these comments also confirm the idea that
this mechanical contractor lacks a set of clear rules and guidelines for creating ductwork batches.
Shop Managers: Buffering Practices
On the topic time buffers used by the foremen, one shop manager noted: “We need better,
more accurate schedules from the foremen. We deal with a lot of different foremen, and they all
have their own [time] buffers, so we end up making a lot of ductwork that will sit for a while
before getting installed.” This particular mechanical contractor uses what is called a “prefabrication schedule” as a tool for the sheet metal foreman to direct the shop detailer as to what
batches/orders of ductwork are needed, and when they are needed; a copy of the pre-fabrication
schedule can be seen in appendix C. When discussing the use of the pre-fabrication schedule,
the shop detailer commented: “[The foremen] don’t change their pre-fabrication schedule often
enough. When they see that an area of the building won’t be ready for them in two weeks, and
they realize that they should move to another area of the building, they continue to hope that the
first area becomes ready, instead of planning to start in the second one. I don’t see the emphasis
placed on the foremen to update their pre-fabrication schedule like they do their 1-week plan and
5-week lookahead. This is what causes the shop to jump through hoops and make ‘hot calls.’
This situation occurs on about 30% of orders.” A “hot call,” is a rushed order, and can be the
result of many things. A few examples of situations that will cause a “hot call” are:
•

A sudden change in work sequence

•

Replacement of damaged ductwork

•

A late order of ductwork

Another shop manager estimates that 30% of all orders are handled as “hot calls,” and this
manager goes on to explain that “hot calls” can be handled one of two ways: 1) the order is built
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on 100% overtime, or 2) the order is placed at the front of the line, subsequently pushing all
other orders further down the schedule. The reasons given for the creation of a “hot call” often
represent the variability that the sheet metal foremen commonly experience on a project. That
variability is the reason a foreman needs to include quality plan buffers in their lookahead
schedule.
In addition to resulting in “hot calls,” failing to routinely update the pre-fabrication
schedule can result in the load (i.e., order of ductwork) and capacity (shop manpower) getting
out of balance. One shop manager noted: “When the foremen don’t update their pre-fabrication
schedule, we get hurt pretty badly. We are planning per the old schedule, then all of a sudden
we’re told to go in another direction and we have very little time to meet this demand. This
happens weekly; maybe 1 – 2 orders per job, per week.” Another shop manager described the
situation: “The biggest challenge is to staff consistently, there is no level loading… we don’t
have enough time to plan, we can go from 50,000 pounds [of ductwork] to 100,000 pounds [of
ductwork] in a couple of days, and I can’t get temporary labor here in time.” The use of quality
plan buffers by the sheet metal foreman could help to mitigate this imbalance of load and
capacity.
The combination of the “1-week plan/5-week lookahead,” and the “pre-fabrication
schedule,” used by this mechanical contractor, is similar to the “Kanban” system used in the
TPS; as Ohno states (Ohno, 1988): “This piece of paper (kanban) carries information that can be
divided into three categories: 1) pickup information, 2) transfer information, and 3) production
information… We felt that if this system were used skillfully, all movements in the plant could
be unified or systematized;” the “1-week plan/5-week lookahead,” and the “pre-fabrication
schedule,” if used skillfully, could have the same affect on the SMDSC.
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Finally, upon analyzing this mechanical contactor’s SMDSC, it is important to note the
current paradigm under which the shop operates. As one shop manager noted: “We try to not
ever say no to the [foremen];” and as another manger described: “We are too ingrained with
giving our [the foremen] everything they want, all of the time, despite [the foremen] not
following the correct processes; this is unsustainable.” These statements clearly reflect the need
for a clearer, more defined set of rules and guidelines by which the entities that makeup the
SMDSC need to operate. The current paradigm relates to the transformation view of a
production process, when the flow view is clearly the most applicable to the SMDSC.
Summary of Field and Shop Management Findings
When reviewed together, the field management findings and the shop management
findings create the following scenario:
•

4 of 9 foremen do not consider the size of a ductwork order, the number of shipments a
ductwork order will take, nor the makeup of a particular shipment

•

6 of 7 superintendents spot check, at most, the foremen’s ductwork orders

•

The shop detailer breaks ductwork orders down to no larger than 5,000 pound batches
and does not discuss batch delivery sequence with the foreman

•

The shop ships batches of ductwork in the order in which they are produced

•

4 of 9 foremen claim to receive “incomplete or out-of-sequence” deliveries for 25% 50% of all deliveries; these are the same foremen that do not consider the size, number of
shipments, nor makeup of their ductwork orders

•

7 of 9 foremen do not use “quality workable backlog” (i.e., plan buffers) to protect their
productivity from variability

Furthermore, this scenario produces the following outcomes:
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The field production unit loses productivity; they are idle

•

A “hot call” maybe created in the shop

•

Proper variance follow-up is not performed, therefore, the same problems continue to
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occur, and solutions are created using bad information
This scenario, and it’s outcomes, highlights the fact that this mechanical contractor needs a clear
set of rules and guidelines for creating ductwork batches, and for using buffers to protect their
productivity from variability.
Project Management
Table 16. Project manager question #2: “What is your role in the duct procurement process?”
Group
Involved in Coordination Only
Project Managers (N=7)
7

Table 17. Project manager question #9: “How often do you participate in the lookahead planning
process?”
Group
Once a Month
Never
Project Mangers (N=7)
3
4

By only being involved with the ductwork procurement process during the coordination
phase (i.e., step #1 in SMDSC), and by essentially not contributing to the field lookahead
process, the project managers seem to subscribe to the “management-as-planning” theory of
planning (Koskela & Howell, 2008). Under the “management-as-planning” theory of planning,
the project manager acts as a centralized planning source that is responsible for creating, and
implementing plans, despite not being involved in production at the operations level. This view
of project management is flawed because it works under the assumption that variability in the
plan will not exist, and that the project manager’s plans equate to action. Many of the project
managers’ responses support this idea:
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“I help with the coordination process, and with making sure that the duct is built per the
plans and specifications. Then I am responsible for distributing information to all of the
necessary parties.”

•

“I am not involved at all once the shop drawings have been approved.”

•

“The superintendents don’t really give the project managers a chance to review their
ductwork orders. We are only involved in this process through the shop drawing and
coordination phase.”

These responses represent a mindset that is vastly different from that promoted by Ballard’s Last
Planner System, where the goal is to cause events to conform to plan, and to replan when events
cannot be conformed (Ballard, 2000b).
Table 18. Project manager question #8: “Describe the lookahead planning process used by the
field supervision on your projects.”
Create/Review &
I Don’t Know Enough
Group
Create/Review Only
Variance Follow-up
to Describe
Project Managers
5
1
1
(N=7)

Table 19. Project manager question #10: “How successful is the lookahead process?”
Group
Very Successful
Somewhat Successful
Not Successful
Project Managers
0
5
2
(N=7)

The responses to these questions describe the views that the project managers have of the
lookahead planning process. As one of the project managers described the process: “I don’t
think it is used effectively. We have been told that we have to use it, but we don’t use it
effectively. We don’t do a good job of variance follow-up. When I have reviewed these plans, I
don’t think they are as complete or as thought-out as well as they ought to be;” and as another
project manager noted: “I think it has the potential to be very successful, it at least makes [the
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foremen] stop and write their plan, but I don’t think that it is followed through correctly.” Both
of these comments support Ballard’s observation of lookahead schedules that (Ballard, 1997)
“the prevailing idea seems to be simply that thinking ahead is beneficial.”
The analysis of the project managers’ responses thus far has prompted an obvious
question: Why are the project managers not involved in the duct procurement process, and the
lookahead planning process? These two processes are critical tools for managing the SMDSC,
and for the success of the project itself. It is the failure to recognize that their projects represent
a supply chain, that has lead the project managers to believe that they do not need to play a role
in these two processes.
Table 20. Project manager question #4: “How do you forecast the material cost of ductwork on
your project?”
Rely on Information from
No Good Method, I Forecast
Group
Superintendent
Budget
Project Mangers (N=7)
5
2

Table 21. Project manger question #4a: “On average, how do your projects perform versus the
ductwork material budget?”
Group
Under Budget
Close to Budget
Over Budget
Project Mangers
0
3
4
(N=7)

The importance of these responses is that they underscore the fact that the “managementas-planning” theory of planning, used by these project mangers, has resulted in a lack of project
control. By not being involved in the duct procurement process, the project managers have no
accurate way of forecasting the material cost for the ductwork on their project, therefore, they
cannot know if they are endanger of going over the material budget. As Ballard described
(Ballard, 2000b) : “Project control consists of monitoring progress toward project objectives and
taking corrective action when the shop appears to be off course… This concept of project control
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is very different from production control, which is dedicated to causing events to conform to plan
and to replanning when events cannot be conformed.” In the case of these project managers, a
lack of production control has resulted in a lack of project control.
Conclusion
Project Aim
The goals of this research, and the achievements made towards each goal, follows:
1. To fully understand the duct procurement process from each groups’ point of view. A
firm understanding of each groups’ role in the duct procurement process was achieved.
The description of each group’s role is very similar to much of the findings from other
authors on the subject. However, despite the fact that the ductwork procurement process
has been labeled a supply chain, researchers thus far have done little to thoroughly
explain the comparison, and how supply chain management principles apply; this is one
difference between this research and prior research.
2. Establish the current buffering and batching practices in place at this particular firm.
By interviewing each of the groups that participate in this firm’s SMDSC, the current
buffering and batching practices have been identified. The author discovered that the
firm lacks a set of clear rules and guidelines as to how each group is to use the various
buffer types to protect the supply chain from variability. The author also discovered that
the firm lacks a set of clear rules and guidelines as to how ductwork batches should be
created in order to optimize the supply chain. Based on these discoveries, the current
buffering and batching practices are deemed implicit at best, and vary from one
individual to the next. This observation is similar to the observations made in previous
research on the SMDSC. Furthermore, it is because this firm does not view, or manage,
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the duct procurement process as a supply chain, that this lack of rules and guidelines
exists.
3. Provide a basis for analyzing and comparing the firm’s current buffering and batching
practices. This objective was achieved by analyzing the work of previous authors on the
subject, such as Iris Tommelein, Thais Alves, Glen Ballard, Gregory Howell, and Lauri
Koskela. From Alves’ and Tommelein’s research that lead to labeling the SMDSC, or to
Ballard’s Last Planner System of Production Control, and to Howell’s and Koskela’s
observation of the lack of a theory of project management, a strong basis for analyzing
and comparing has been made by the author.
Because of the lack of standard buffering and batching practices, this mechanical
contractor’s field productivity does suffer. As detailed in the results section, a majority of the
sheet metal foremen claim to receive “incomplete/out-of-sequence” deliveries of ductwork on
approximately 50% of their orders. When this situation is combined with the observation that
the majority of the sheet metal foremen do not include quality assignments, like those described
in the Ballard’s Last Planner System, in their lookahead schedules as plan buffers, it is easy to
conclude that field productivity will suffer. Furthermore, it should be noted that what is
perceived as an “incomplete/out-of-sequence” delivery by the sheet metal foreman, is usually a
result of the foreman submitting too large of an order of ductwork to the shop. Additionally, the
author discovered that the project manager does not play a role in the duct procurement process
at this firm. Because of this fact, the project managers claim to not have an affective method for
forecasting the ductwork and related shipping costs for their projects; it should be noted that the
majority of the project mangers responded that on average they exceed the ductwork material
and shipping budgets for their projects. The project managers also do not play a role in the field
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lookahead process, despite the fact that they are responsible for acquiring a portion of the
prerequisite material, equipment, and information needed by the foremen to begin their work.
Recommendations
The author’s recommendations for resolving the issues stated are as follows:
1. The paradigm that this firm operates under must change from purely managing a
construction project, to also managing a supply chain
2. Once the paradigm has shifted, a clear set of rules and guidelines for using buffers, and
creating ductwork batches, can be created with the goal of optimizing the entire supply
chain, as opposed to locally optimizing each entity
3. The lookahead planning process used by this firm is ineffective at creating quality
assignments, and maintaining a flow of work in the field. The ideas and processes
described by Ballard in his Last Planner System of Production Control (Ballard, 2000b)
should be adopted
4. The superintendents are not as involved in the lookahead planning process, or the
ductwork procurement process, as they should be. This is supported by their difference
in opinion with the foremen as to how the foremen use plan buffers (workable backlog),
and by the lack of frequency by which the superintendents review the foremen’s
ductwork orders. The lack of involvement by the superintendents results in the
responsibility of planning becoming too cumbersome for the foremen to complete
successfully, since the foremen are also responsible for the actual production in the field.
More support on both planning responsibilities is needed from the superintendents.
5. Project management needs to be more involved in production control. Currently, the firm
subscribes to the “management-as-planning” theory of planning, which essentially
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separates the project manager from production. The project manager needs to act as the
SMDSC manager, and play a role in designing and managing the buffering and batching
practices used by each entity that makes up the SMDSC
Limitations
One of the limitations to this project is that the buffering and batching practices of only
one business unit within the company were analyzed. Other business units within the company
utilize the SMDSC for different building types, which could create the need for different
practices. Another limitation to this project is that it was difficult to get the interviewees to
describe, “how things happen,” as opposed to “how things are supposed to happen.”
Future Research
Future research should be conducted in the following areas:
•

How the coordination/shop drawing phase of the SMDSC impacts the supply
chain as a whole

•

Testing the impact that variations of buffer types and batch sizes have on field
productivity

•

Discover a way to determine the quantity and makeup of ductwork that can fit in
one delivery, prior to fabricating the ductwork

•

Leveling ductwork fabrication on a per project basis, similar to the process
described in the TPS.
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Foremen Response Codes - Batching Questions

2. What factors do you consider when creating an order of duct?
Coding:
1 - buffer factor only
4 - buffer and batch factors
2 - batch factor only
3 - constraint factor only

5 - buffer and constraint factors
6 - batch and constraint factors

7 - buffer, batch,
and constraint
factors

Foreman
#1:

Buffer Factor
stored material

Batch Factor

Constraint
Schedule
Other trades
Production rate of
field

Code
5

#2:

Stored material

Duct batches within work packages
Systems within duct batches
Shipment size & makeup

Storage space
Crane access

7

#3:

Stored material

Schedule
Other trades
Shop lead time
Storage

5

#4:

Site access
Schedule

3

#5:

Shop lead time
Schedule

3

Schedule

6

Schedule
Storage
Production rate of
field

3

Schedule
Other trades
Storage
Production rate of
field
# of shipments

7

#6:

Size and makeup of order

#7:

#8:

Field production rate; order size

Maximize shipments; batch size
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#9:

Extra pieces in case of damage
As much on site as possible

2a. Do you consider the size of the order and the # of shipments?
Coding:
1 - size of the order only
4 - neither
2 - # of shipments only
3 - both
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
4
3
1
4
4
1
1
3
4

2b. Do you consider the makeup of a particular shipment of duct?
Coding:
1 - yes
2 - no
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2

3. How does your supervisor affect your duct order?
Coding:
1 - reviews orders
4 - neither
2 - provides info that affects orders
3 - both
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:

Code
2
2
3
3
2

Schedule
Storage
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3
#7:
3
#8:
3
#9:
2
4. How do other trades affect your duct order?
Coding:
1 - impact schedule
2 - impact sequence of orders
3 - impact the order makeup
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

4 - impact schedule and sequence
5 - impact schedule and order makeup
6 - impact sequence and order makeup
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7 - impact schedule,
sequence, &
makeup

Code
3
4
7
1
2
3
4
6
3

5. How do you ensure that your duct order will be built correctly, ship complete, and arrive by your requested date?
Coding:
1 - call shop coordinator only
2 - call shop coordinator and ship. Dept.

Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

6. What problems commonly occur in the duct procurement process?
Coding: 1 - quality problem
4 - quality & incomplete/out of seq.
2 - incomplete/out of sequence
5 - quality & shipped too early/late
shipment
6 - incomplete/out of seq. & too
3 - shipped too early/late
early/late
Foreman
#1:

Code
1

7 - no problems
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#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

1
4
2
2
7
2
1
1

6a. How often do at least one of these problems occur?
Coding: 1 - rarely
4 - 66% - 75% of orders /shipments
2 - 25% - 33% of orders/shipments
5 - almost always
3 - 50% of orders/shipments
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
1
1
3
4
2
1
3
2
1

Appendix A: Foremen Response Codes - Buffering Questions

1. How do you create your work packages?
Coding:
1 - by area of building
4 - I have no input on work packages
2 - by system of duct (med./low press.)
3 - by area and system
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
4
4
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1a. How do your duct orders/batches relate to your work packages?
Coding: 1 - multiple batches within a work package
2 - No relation to work packages
3 - I don't know; shop creates batches
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
3
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
3

2. How long, before entering into an area to work, do you prefer to have your duct on site?
Coding: 1 - less than 3 days
2 - 3 -5 days
3 - 5 days or more
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
2
1

3. On average, how long does your duct sit on site before it is installed?
Coding: 1 - less than 1 week
2 - 1 -2 weeks
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:

Code
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
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2

4. Do you plan to have duct stored off-site, or at the shop?
Coding: 1 - yes
2 - no
3 - only if I am delayed, or forced to
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
3
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
3

5. When planning your work, what measures do you take to be prepared for the following situations:
5a. Another trade is delayed, not allowing you to begin work in the area that you had planned to begin; short notice.
1 - workable backlog; planned
Coding:
4 - I don't plan for this, I react
activities
2 - workable backlog; unplanned activities
3 - pull from material buffer and move
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
3
1
4
2
2
1
2
4
4

5b. The General Contractor decides to begin in "area #2," instead of "area #1," as you both agreed to earlier in the
project;
1 - workable backlog; planned
Coding:
activities
4 - I don't plan for this, I react
2 - workable backlog; unplanned activities
3 - pull from material buffer and move
Foreman
#1:
#2:

Code
4
1
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4
2
4
1
4
4
4

5c. Your order of duct arrives not as expected, for whatever reason
1 - workable backlog; planned
Coding: activities
4 - I don't plan for this, I react
2 - workable backlog; unplanned
5 - try to correct during schedule
activities
buffer
3- try to install; adapt to shipment
6 - I rarely have this problem
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
3
1
4
5
4
6
4
2
5

6. Describe the look-ahead (1-wk plan/5-wk look ahead) planning process that you use.
1 - create 1 wk & 5 wk every week
Coding: only
4 - create and discuss
2 - often discuss w/GC & other trades
only
5 - create and variance follow-up
3 - variance follow-up only
6 - discuss and variance follow-up

Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Create 1 wk & 5 wk Every Week
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

7 - create, discuss,
& variance followup

Often Discuss w/GC & Other
Trades

Variance Followup

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Code
1
7
4
4
4
2
4
1
1
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7. How successful is the look-ahead (1 wk/5-wk) process?
Coding: 1 - very successful
4 - I don't know
2 - somewhat successful
3 - not successful
Foreman
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:

Code
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

Appendix A: Superintendent Response Codes - Batching Questions

2. What is your role in your foreman's duct orders?
Coding:
1 - schedule & sequence only
2 - schedule/sequence & monitors qty.
3 - schedule/seq., monitors, & est. guide.

Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Provide Schedule & Sequence
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Monitors Quantitiy of Duct
Onsite
Y
Y
Y
Y

Establish
Guidelines

Y
Y

Y
Y

3. How often do you review your foreman's duct orders prior to release of the order?
Coding:
1 - every order
4 - 1-2 orders per job
2 - most orders
5 - never
3 - spot check
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:

Code
3
3
3
3

Y
Y
Y

Code
2
3
3
3
1
3
3
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#6:
#7:

4
3
1

4. How much control do you have over the success of a duct order/shipment?
Coding:
1 - complete
4 - none
2 - quite a bit
3 - not much
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
1
1
1
1

Appendix A: Superintendent Response Codes - Buffering Questions

1. How do you create your work packages?
Coding:
1 - by area of building
2 - by system of duct (med./low press.)
3 - by area and system
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

4 - I have little input on work packages

Code
3
3
4
3
4
1
2

2. On average, how long does your duct sit on site before it is installed?
Coding:
1 - less than 1 week
4 - I don't know
2 - 1 -2 weeks
3 - more than 2 weeks
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:

Code
2
2
1
2
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1
3
2

3. When planning your work, what measures do you take to be prepared for the following situations:
3a. Another trade is delayed, not allowing you to begin work in the area that you had planned to begin; short notice.
1 - workable backlog; planned
Coding:
activities
4 - I walk the job enough to adjust in time
2 - workable backlog; unplanned activities
3 - pull from material buffer and move
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
1
1
1
2
4

3b. The General Contractor decides to begin in "area #2," instead of "area #1," as you both agreed to earlier in the
project;
short notice
1 - workable backlog; planned
Coding:
4 - I don't plan for this, I react
activities
2 - workable backlog; unplanned activities
3 - pull from material buffer and move
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
4
4
4
1
1
2
4

3c. Your order of duct arrives not as expected, for whatever reason
1 - workable backlog; planned
Coding:
activities
4 - I don't plan for this, I react
2 - workable backlog; unplanned
activities
5 - try to correct during schedule buffer
3- try to install; adapt to shipment
6 - send it back
Superintendent
#1:
#2:

Code
3
4
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#5:
#6:
#7:

5
1
2
6
5

4. Describe the look-ahead (1-wk plan/5-wk look ahead) planning process that you use.
1 - review 1 wk & 5 wk every week
Coding:
only
4 - review and discuss
2 - often discuss w/GC & other trades
5 - review and variance follow-up
only
6 - discuss and variance follow3 - variance follow-up only
up

Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
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Review 1wk/5wk with Foreman
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Often Discuss w/GC & Other
Trades

Variance Followup

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

5. How successful is the look-ahead (1 wk/5-wk) process?
Coding:
1 - very successful
4 - I don't know
2 - somewhat successful
3 - not successful
Superintendent
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Appendix A: PM Response Codes

2. What is your role in the duct procurement process?
Coding:
1 - involved in coordination only

7 - review,
discuss, &
variance follow-up

Y

Code
1
7
4
7
4
4
4
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PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3. How can you determine the % of duct that is on the job site, and how much is left to be delivered?
Coding:
1 - I use the superintendent's labor % complete and apply to material
2 - I don' t track, I rely on superintendent to track
4 - I rely on info from
3 - we guess
superintendent, and I walk the job
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
2
2
3
1
1
4

4. How do you forecast the material cost of duct on your project?
Coding:
1 - I use the superintendent's labor % complete and apply to material
2 - not a good method for this, I assume budget
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

4a. On average, how do your jobs perform vs. your duct material budget?
Coding:
1 - under budget
2 - close to budget
3 - over budget
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:

Code
3
3
3
2
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2
3
2

5. How do you forecost the number, or cost, of duct shipments on your project?
Coding:
1 - I don't forecast this; no good method
2 - I guess
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

5a. On average, how do your jobs perform vs. the shipping budget?
Coding:
1 - under budget
2 - close to budget
3 - over budget
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
3
4
3
4
3
3
3

6. How long does duct sit on your job before it gets installed?
Coding:
1 - less than 1 week
2 - 1 -2 weeks
3 - more than 2 weeks
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

4 - I don't know

Code
2
4
3
3
2
3
2

4 - I don't know
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7. What role does a superintendent play in the duct procurement process?
Coding:
1 - not a significant role, mostly foreman's responsibility
2 - help the foreman create orders
3 - provide schedule info and monitors quality

PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
1
1
2
3
3
3
3

8. Describe the look-ahead planning process used by the field supervision on your projects?
Coding:
1 - create/review only
4 - I don't know
2 - create/review, & variance follow-up
3 - create/review, & workable assignments
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Create/Review
Y

Variance Follow-up

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

9. How often do you participate in the look-ahead planning process with the field?
Coding:
1 - every week
4 - never
2 - every other week
3 - once a month
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
4
4
4
3
3
4
3

Code
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
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10. How successful is the look-ahead (1 wk/5-wk) process?
Coding:
1 - very successful
2 - somewhat successful
3 - not successful
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

Code
3
2
2
2
2
3
2

5a. Why or why not "very successful?"
Coding:
1 - not used properly; more of a formality
2 - GC causes conflicts
3 - not used properly & GC conflicts
PM
#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:

4 - I don't know

Code
1
4
1
2
3
1
1

4 - I don't know
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Appendix A
Shop Manager #1; Responses
1. Describe the duct procurement process from your position? How are duct orders created?
What path/flow does a duct order/release take?
My portion starts when it leaves the shop coordinators’ office. We get job packets which
encompasses an order which could be 2 hrs of work, or 200 hrs. Duct orders come out on the
floor, we put them in front of the plasma cutter, by day sequence, we sort by knocked down vs.
sectioned, fittings, spiral, etc. Spiral orders go directly to spiral section, we get specialty orders
which go straight to lay-out. But general orders go from plasma, to the floor, if it needs liner
then it goes to the liner area, then orders get put on a table with wheels and the actual order
goes with the pieces. Coil line is used for straight duct that will go right out the door.

2. How is the makeup of an order/release determined? How is the makeup of a shipment of
duct determined?
The makeup of an order is not determined prior to the duct being built. Nor is the makeup of
shipments.

3. Who provides the bagging/tagging instructions?
I think the field.

4. How do you measure success? How do you measure productivity?
We measure lbs./hr and we compare efficiency based on SMACNA standards. We track on-time
manufacturing, which is the date that we should complete the order; local orders are 1 day prior
to shipment, out of town orders is 2 days.
5. How often do foremen communicate with you? Describe these communications.
a. Once per shipment/release
b. Twice per shipment/release
c. Multiple times per shipment/release
d. Never
They talk with scheduling and shipping
6. How often do foremen request a certain makeup of a shipment of duct?
a. Every shipment
b. Most shipments
c. Some shipments
d. Rarely
e. Never
Sometimes I request a makeup of a shipment because we get overloaded and need to move duct
out of the shop.
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7. How often do you follow-up, with the foreman/superintendent, on the success of a duct
order/shipment?
a. Every order/release
b. Most orders/release
c. Some orders/release
d. Rarely
e. Never

8. What measures do you take to ensure the success of an individual duct order?
We do 2 “Gimba” walks, then in the afternoon I meet with all of the station leaders, and let them
tell me their challenges.

9. What is your policy on allowing foremen to store completed duct orders at the shop? Do
many foremen store batches at the shop?
This is not up to me; foremen don’t typically plan to store at the shop; stored duct is as a result
of the foreman not being ready for the duct.

10. How often do you communicate with the foreman, prior to them submitting a duct order,
about their needs and plan (bag & tag, storing, key dates, etc.):
a. Every order
b. Most orders
c. Few orders
d. Almost never
Cisco is the only MISOP that I have been included in, and is the only job that I have attended a
MISOP for
Challenges: The biggest challenge is to staff consistently, there is no level-loading; whatever
a customer wants, a customer gets. We don’t have enough time to plan, we can go from 50K
lbs to 100K lbs in a couple of days, and I can’t get temp labor in here in time.
Rushed Orders: An actual “hot call” we have 15% - 30% per week. To me, a true hot call is
an actual emergency (change of sequence on job). For these type of calls, we don’t let them
interrupt other orders; we typically do these on all overtime. Another 30% of the calls are
becoming “hot calls” but are not labeled as such, therefore not tracked as such. These are
calls that are completely unplanned, but impact the company just like a true “hot call;” I
think these are just “called-in;” Last one was as a result of someone forgetting to order that
particular duct.
Large orders: a big order can take a whole day’s labor, when we are not suppose to spend
all day on 1 order. So, if you have an order that takes the entire capacity of 1 work cell, then
we are backed up on other orders that need that work cell. This is equivalent to swallowing
too large of a bite of food. In other words, we serve one customer in that day, as opposed to
multiple orders in one day. No follow-up is done with the foreman that made the order. We
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have a system that tells us how long an order will take, and if the order will bog us down the
system sends up a red flag… that system was bypassed on a particular occasion and the work
cell was bogged-down. No one told me that order was coming through, and this caused us to
push back many other orders. The shop scheduler, shop coordinator, etc. all knew, but did
not tell me. We are too ingrained with giving our customer (foreman) everything they want,
all of the time, despite them not following the correct process… this is unsustainable.

Appendix A
Shop Manager #2; Responses
1. Describe the duct procurement process from your position? How are duct orders created?
What path/flow does a duct order/release take?
I’m always looking a day or 2 ahead. I watch the orders come through the shop to monitor the
progress. I have a crew that bags and tags the orders. We monitor the orders all day every day.
If we have a full truck going to 1 job it goes, if we have 2 orders that make up half a truck each,
and they’re going in the same direction, then they both go on the same truck.

2. How is the makeup of an order/release determined? How is the makeup of a shipment of
duct determined?
Large orders, that require multiple shipments, are my biggest challenges. If an order takes
multiple trucks, all trucks are not ready as the due date approaches. I use a lot of contract
drivers to fill-in the gaps. I have no idea what is going to fit on a truck until the pallets are
created. If something is not ready when it’s due, we send what we have ready, then follow-up
with the other shipments; we ship what’s ready to control the inventory at the shop and to hit due
dates the best we can. Lately, we have been creating different storage devices to better predict
what we can fit on a specific truck. On Cisco, I have sent 12 – 15 trucks of duct in a day; I know
they’re not hanging that entire duct. Sometimes we get different instructions from the foreman
than we do the superintendent. If an order is going to have to take multiple shipments and it’s
going to impact our ability to deliver to other jobs, I will sometimes call the superintendent and
determine what I can ship and when. I have a lot of communication with the field about
schedule; they tell me if they need something, or if they can take something, or if they can’t take
something. I also discuss the makeup of a delivery with the foreman. On an order that takes
multiple shipments, rarely is the sequence of what’s delivered planned. I start shipping in the
sequence that the duct is ordered/produced (the sequence is determined by the coordinator, not
the foreman). I feel like the field turns stuff in without allowing us the proper lead time that we
give them (shop scheduler dictates this lead time). I work off “on-site” dates.

3. Who provides the bagging/tagging instructions?
Each job is different. No matter how many trucks an order takes, they will all have the same
work order # if all material is included in a particular order.
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Appendix A
Shop Manager #3; Responses
1. Describe the duct procurement process from your position? How are duct orders created?
What path/flow does a duct order/release take?
I get the coordinated drawings from upstairs, and then I put the ductwork to paper. I breakout
the individual fittings; I create the actual work packages/orders. Based on the total weight of a
foreman’s order, I may break it up into smaller packages. It’s faster to send packages through
at 5,000 lbs instead of 15,000 lbs, so if I get an order that is 15,000 lbs, I’ll break it up into (3)
5,000 lbs packages. 5,000 lbs is a rule of thumb based on my experience. Foremen are rarely
involved in this process, most of the time the foremen trust my experience.
I never factor in how much duct can fit on a truck when breaking up duct orders. In many cases,
my work packages take more than 1 truck/shipment; this is why we have a hard time hitting
shipping budgets.
My biggest challenge is having to adjust on the fly; it’s hard to make quick adjustments once an
order is sent to the shop. Many times, these adjustments are caused by a lack of planning on the
field’s part (my words). Hot calls are a result of this as well… this happens ~30% of the time.
I don’t see the same emphasis placed on the foremen having to update their pre-fabrication
schedule, like they do the 1-week/5-week plan; this is what causes the shop to have to jump
through hoops, and impact other orders in the shop. Because the pre-fab schedule is not
updated properly, I can’t plan my work to properly serve the field. The pre-fab schedule is
created at the beginning of the job by the foreman or superintendent. At this time, the
foreman/superintendent will give me instructions for how they want the duct sectioned, prefabbed, etc.
The 5,000 lbs packages are mean different amounts of duct for medium pressure vs. low
pressure; I can get more pieces w/5,000 lbs of low pressure than I can w/5,000 lbs of medium
pressure
It’s very easy to cause a bottle-neck the round pipe machines, since we always try to use round
duct, and we create value by mounting the taps on round duct in the shop vs. the field.
Why do we not match the foreman’s order to your work packages? This is one of the problems
that we have… an order that gets broken up into multiple work packages, won’t ship in the
proper sequence. For example, when a 15,000 lbs order comes in, we break it up into (3) 5,000
lbs work packages and although we label each package as “A,” “B,” and “C,” we don’t
necessarily ship the packages in the proper sequence; we ship what’s ready, especially when the
order begins to pile-up.
(2) biggest problems for me: 1) pre-fab schedule is not updated and we get hit with surprises
because the foreman didn’t let us know that they have a change of sequence in the field, or the
foreman is held-up due to other trades, etc. 2) Often, we get too large of orders for the shop to
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handle efficiently, so I break them up, and ~30% of the time, we don’t ship the packages in the
proper sequence. Both of these problems lead to hot calls, and hot calls have a compounding
effect.

2. How do you measure success? How do you measure productivity?
Feedback from the field; feedback is all I have to go by.

3. How often do you communicate with the foreman, prior to them submitting a duct order,
about their needs and plan (bag & tag, storing, key dates, etc.):
a. Every order
b. Most orders
c. Few orders
d. Almost never
We discuss how the foreman wants the duct to be pre-fabbed and sectioned quite often. We only
have “standards” for what type of duct we’ll pre-fab when we are sending duct out of town. Our
Houston branch uses the following standards: fittings and Pittsburgh seams are sectioned at the
shop, but all of the straight snap-lock duct is send knocked down; we optimize each shipment to
Houston by doing this. Houston has a really good idea as to what will ship on each truck, prior
to the truck leaving the shop.
Appendix A
Shop Manager #4; Responses
1. Describe the duct procurement process from your position? How are duct orders created?
What path/flow does a duct order/release take?
I am the scheduler for the shop. I start getting involved from the very beginning of the project. I
forecast the shop hours; these are based on the budgeted shop hours in the estimate. These
hours start in red; red means that I have no idea as to when we are going to start building duct.
I send out, about every other Friday, a list of projects, and I ask for feedback from the PM’s in
order to get the correct start date, and the correct duration that we will be using the shop to
build duct. The goal of what I do is to project the shop manpower based on the needs of all
projects.
The field supervision is suppose to update their requirements ~1-2 times per week so that I can
continually adjust our need for manpower, and adjust our estimated lead times for orders. Each
day, we have a “shop loading” report that tells me our demand vs. our capacity. I look at this
report and I look at the shop queue and by looking at these items, I can adjust our shop lead
time. This lead time goes to field management so that the field can adjust the timing of their
orders. I do this every morning. The lead time is distributed to the field by phone every time a
foreman submits an order; on an as-need basis. The foremen are not updated unless they call;
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some superintendents call me for this info when they need it. The superintendents also ask about
the makeup of the orders in the queue so that they may adjust their demands to the shops
capacity, if they so choose.
We add or remove temps/laborers based on the demand/capacity ratio.
What really hurts our available capacity is a quick turn job that doesn’t even get put in the
queue. For us to satisfy this demand, we go over capacity and our reaction would be overtime,
or if the project is going to run for several weeks, we will add temps. If the foreman can’t budge
on his requested delivery date, we will do everything we can to meet his demand; this impacts all
other orders that are in the shop at that time; in other words, poor planning on one foreman’s
part, can lead to a delay for another foreman (compounding effect).
When the foreman doesn’t update their pre-fab schedule, we get hurt pretty badly; we are
planning per the old schedule, then all of sudden we’re told to go in another direction and we
have very little time to meet this demand. This happens weekly, maybe 1-2 orders/jobs per week.
We try to not ever say “no” to the field partners.
Appendix A
Shop Manager #5; Responses
1. Describe the duct procurement process from your position? How are duct orders created?
What path/flow does a duct order/release take?
I’m not intimately involved in the duct procurement process anymore; I’m in charge of the sheet
metal shop as a whole (general manager of sheet metal shop). When things are running
smoothly, I’m not involved much at all.
Procurement process: the foreman works with tim and paul to determine what batch of duct
they want, they discuss schedule and details. From there, the order goes to the shop and then to
the field. I like to see ~1 week of buffer in order to protect us from variability. If the foreman
has more than a 1 week buffer, then we start making things that are not as urgent as other
orders.
Challenges: Hot calls are a big problem for us. We need better, more accurate, schedule from
the foremen. We deal with a lot of different people, and they all have their own schedule buffers,
so we end up making a lot of duct that will sit for a while prior to the duct getting installed. Hot
calls come from any type of short, whether it’s the customer changing directions, or the duct not
getting built correctly, etc. When we start a hot call, we give an ETA for the duct, and ~50% of
the time, that date isn’t good enough for the field. For hot calls, we put a lot of orders into the
shop that we are not confident that we will meet the date expected. Hot calls can bump other
orders out of line, and we have ~25% of our hours spend towards hot calls. I don’t believe that
hot calls turn into compounding problems (probably because we use overtime to make the
order). We experience hot calls from the special projects group because some of the work is so
fast pace.
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Commentary: When I was a foreman in the field, and say I wanted the 1st floor of a building by a
specific date I would get a ton of duct on site and it would hurt me and I didn’t even know it. The
shop didn’t get to be a good tool for us until we started breaking the foremen’s orders down into
smaller batches where we could find out what was the most critical part of the order and get that
going first, as opposed to just sending the entire order through the shop at one time; this is how
the work order coordinator position was created.
Determining the amount of an order that can fit on one truck has been a mystery for us for a long
time. I love the idea of making 1 duct order = 1 batch = 1 shipment. The hardest thing is trying
to figure out what can fit on 1 truck load. The way that we should deal with this situation is that
we need more updates from the field as to what batch is needed and when it is needed; if we have
~5 day buffer from the field, we can make a change in the plan without impacting the other
orders in the shop.
I’m hoping that when we break up a 15,000 lbs order into (3) 5,000 lbs orders, that each of the
5,000 lbs orders are a “complete kit” for the foreman in the field; the 5,000 lbs orders can’t be
arbitrary. I think we do need to have the foremen’s orders match the work order coordinator’s
batch, in other words, if the work order coordinator is going to create 5,000 lbs batches, then the
foreman needs to submit a 5,000 lbs order that matches the work order coordinator’s batch. If
we can somehow get a MISOP to do this, that would be great.

2. How is the makeup of an order/release determined? How is the makeup of a shipment of
duct determined?
Hopefully this is talked about up front. The foreman can have an order that is made up of
different types of duct, and those packages should be put together and shipped together. Orders
from the field get broken up into work orders in the shop based on duct types (medium pressure,
low press., spiral, etc.).

3. How do you measure success? How do you measure productivity?
I would like to measure success by working at a .9 on the sheet metal shop budget, but that’s
very difficult for us. We have “efficiency” factors, and we try to hit a productivity rate of 55
lbs/hr. No accidents also.
4. How often do foremen communicate with you? Describe these communications.
a. Once per shipment/release
b. Twice per shipment/release
c. Multiple times per shipment/release
d. Never
5. What is your policy on allowing foremen to store completed duct orders at the shop? Do
many foremen store batches at the shop?
We don’t have a “storage policy” and we prefer not to have the foremen store duct at the shop.
We will store duct at the shop as our own schedule/inventory buffer. If we get too far ahead, the
duct could get damaged and handled multiple times.
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Appendix B

PROJECT:
PROJECT NO:

ONE WEEK PLAN

DATE:
BY:

ACTIVITY

MAKE READY NEEDS

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

WORKABLE BACKLOG

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

TASK CODE

PTSP

PERCENT PLAN COMPLETED:

EST
MH

CREW SIZE:
CREW:
ACT
MH S S M T W T F

PLAN MADE
YES
NO

REASON FOR VARIANCES
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PROJECT:
PROJECT NO:

DATE:
BY:

ACTIVITY

TASK
CODE

5 WEEK LOOKAHEAD
EST
MD

S M T W T

F

S M T W T

F

S M T W T

F

S M T W T

F

S M T W T

F

NOTES / MAKE READY NEEDS
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Appendix C

Fabrication Scheduling Requirements & Feedback
Project No :

Project Name:

Date:

Page

Total Lbs:

Total Sq. Ft. Liner

of

By:

City:

Sheetmetal

Job Description:

Plumbing

Job Description:

Batteries, Risers, Manifold, Other

Shop Man Hrs:

Piping

Job Description:

Central Plant Mains, Pump & Chiller Stackout, Risers, Ahu's Cooling Tower, Hangers, Misc Iron

Shop Man Hrs:

Floor's, Start/End Date-

Is Drawing Down Loadable

Yes

No

If HandTake-Off- Done by

Shop

Field

Special Requests:

-

Wrap Ends - YES - NO

Pallets / Baskets

Shop Man Hrs:

Mount Taps - YES - NO

Any Other Request:
Do You Want Us To Section Duct

Description Drawing Page #

Yes NO
Delivery Date

Budgeted Hours

Date Shop Received

List any required details
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